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Ogre, Ogre Jan 02 2020 When a Nymph rides a Night Mare, Ogre beware! Smash knew
all about ogres. After all, despite his having a human mother, Smash was an ogre himself.
Ogres were not only huge and horribly ugly, as Smash was; they were also so stupid they
could hardly speak, and they spent most of their time fighting, destroying, and eating
young girls. So what was he doing here with seven assorted females looking to him to
guide them and save them? Even in Xanth, where magic made anything possible, why
should Tandy the Nymph trust him and seem fond of him? And how could all that highflown conversation be coming out of his mouth? But that, it seemed, was what he got for
going to Good Magician Humfrey for an Answer—before he even knew what the
Question was!

Ogres and Giants Mar 04 2020 Introduces the historical origins of stories about giants,
ogres, and other oversized mythical creatures.
Be Your Lover for 100 Days Jul 28 2019 It was a game of revenge, a never-ending
torment. With the appearance of that demon, everything officially began ... On the 100th
day in the dark, she was his appendage and was addressed as "Lover ..."
The Ogress and the Orphans Nov 11 2020 A new instant-classic fantasy about the
power of generosity and love, and how a community suffers when they disappear, by
Kelly Barnhill, winner of the Newbery Medal for The Girl Who Drank the Moon, a New
York Times bestseller. Stone-in-the-Glen, once a lovely town, has fallen on hard times.
Fires, floods, and other calamities have caused the people to lose their library, their
school, their park, and even their neighborliness. The people put their faith in the Mayor,
a dazzling fellow who promises he alone can help. After all, he is a famous dragon slayer.
(At least, no one has seen a dragon in his presence.) Only the clever children of the
Orphan House and the kindly Ogress at the edge of town can see how dire the town’s
problems are. Then one day a child goes missing from the Orphan House. At the Mayor’s
suggestion, all eyes turn to the Ogress. The Orphans know this can’t be: the Ogress, along
with a flock of excellent crows, secretly delivers gifts to the people of Stone-in-the-Glen.
But how can the Orphans tell the story of the Ogress’s goodness to people who refuse to
listen? And how can they make their deluded neighbors see the real villain in their midst?
Chasing the Moon May 06 2020 When Diana moves into a great new apartment, it
seems like she's finally having some good luck. Until she finds out about Vom the
Hungering, the monster in the closet who eats everything and everyone, and her duty to
guard him for eternity, and her inability to leave the apartment because the door has
suddenly disappeared--then it seems like she's having her same old bad luck.
The Ogre's Pact Feb 01 2020 A young peasant rescues a princess from a giant, only to
find that her father is the real problem.
No Good Deed Apr 04 2020 From New York Times bestselling author Goldy Moldavsky
comes an uproarious take on when the best of intentions go horribly wrong. Gregor
Maravilla doesn't want much. Just to feed all the starving children. That's why he goes to
Camp Save the World, a summer program for teen activists who care about making a
difference. What could be better?It's almost perfect. Except some of these causes are kind
of...strange. Like Eat Dirt--a campaign started by up-and-coming actress Ashley
Woodstone. Gregor wasn't a fan of her work before, and he's certain she's only there now
because of her fame. But Gregor is determinged to not let her ruin his experience.And
then the contest is announced. That's when the sabotage starts. They want to see who can
do the most good. But that leads to the most bad.No good deed goes unpunished.
The Buried Giant Jan 14 2021 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the winner of the
Nobel Prize in Literature and author of Never Let Me Go and the Booker Prize–winning
novel The Remains of the Day comes a luminous meditation on the act of forgetting and
the power of memory. In post-Arthurian Britain, the wars that once raged between the
Saxons and the Britons have finally ceased. Axl and Beatrice, an elderly British couple,
set off to visit their son, whom they haven't seen in years. And, because a strange mist has
caused mass amnesia throughout the land, they can scarcely remember anything about
him. As they are joined on their journey by a Saxon warrior, his orphan charge, and an

illustrious knight, Axl and Beatrice slowly begin to remember the dark and troubled past
they all share. By turns savage, suspenseful, and intensely moving, The Buried Giant is a
luminous meditation on the act of forgetting and the power of memory.
Too Many Curses Jun 30 2022 Serving a wizard who has transformed innumerable
victims into monsters and other cursed forms and then imprisoned them in his castle,
housekeeper Nessy faces a disastrous uprising when the wizard suddenly dies, leaving his
victims to overwhelm everything in their paths. Original. 30,000 first printing.
In the Company of Ogres Nov 04 2022 An uproarious new novel in the tradition of
Robert Asprin and Terry Pratchett! For someone who's immortal, Never Dead Ned
manages to die with alarming frequency--he just has the annoying habit of rising from the
grave. But this soldier might be better dead than face his latest assignment. Ogre
Company is the legion's dumping ground--a motley, undisciplined group of monsters
whose leaders tend to die under somewhat questionable circumstances. That's where
Ned's rather unique talents come in. As Ogre Company's newly appointed commander,
Ned finds himself in charge of such fine examples of military prowess as a moonstruck
Amazon, a very big (and very polite) two-headed ogre, a seductively scaly siren, a blind
oracle who can hear (and smell) the future, a suicidal goblin daredevil pilot, a walking
tree with a chip on its shoulder, and a suspiciously goblinesque orc. Ned has only six
months to whip the Ogre Company into shape or face an even more hideous assignment,
but that's not the worst of his problems. Because now that Ned has found out why he
keeps returning from dead, he has to do everything he can to stay alive. . . . In the
Company of Ogres does for fantasy, what A. Lee Martinez's previous novel, Gil's All
Fright Diner, did for horror--and elves and goblins may never be the same! At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Gil's All Fright Diner Sep 02 2022 Earl and Duke help Loretta with her on-going zombie
problem.
The Kincaid's Book of Witches, Goblins, Ogres and Fantasy Sep 21 2021 Thirteen
stories including "Raiko and the Goblin," "The Giant Stones," and "A Queens's
Revenge."
Ogres Apr 28 2022 Ogres are bigger than you. Ogres are stronger than you. Ogres rule
the world. It’s always idyllic in the village until the landlord comes to call. Because the
landlord is an Ogre. And Ogres rule the world, with their size and strength and appetites.
It’s always been that way. It’s the natural order of the world. And they only eat people
sometimes. But when the headman’s son, Torquell, dares lift his hand against the
landlord’s son, he sets himself on a path to learn the terrible truth about the Ogres, and
about the dark sciences that ensured their rule.
The Automatic Detective Oct 23 2021 When his neighbors are kidnapped, robot Mack
Megaton wanders the dark alleys and glittering high-rises of Empire City, taking on a
talking gorilla, a clever dame, a mutant lowlife, a little green mob boss, and a dark
conspiracy at the heart of the city to find the missing family, a quest in which the fate of
Empire City is at stake. Original. 25,000 first printing.
The Automatic Detective May 30 2022 From the award-winning author of Gil's All
Fright Diner comes a fantastic sci-fi mystery read The Automatic Detective Even in

Empire City, a town where weird science is the hope for tomorrow, it's hard for a robot to
make his way. It's even harder for a robot named Mack Megaton, a hulking machine
designed to bring mankind to its knees. But Mack's not interested in world domination.
He's just a bot trying to get by, trying to demonstrate that he isn't just an automated
smashing machine, and to earn his citizenship in the process. It should be as easy as
crushing a tank for Mack, but some bots just can't catch a break. When Mack's neighbors
are kidnapped, Mack sets off on a journey through the dark alleys and gleaming
skyscrapers of Empire City. Along the way, he runs afoul of a talking gorilla, a brainy
dame, a mutant lowlife, a little green mob boss, and the secret conspiracy at the heart of
Empire's founders---not to mention more trouble than he bargained for. What started out
as one missing family becomes a battle for the future of Empire and every citizen that
calls her home. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Ogres And Giants Dec 13 2020 Explores the characters of fantasy & folklore and places
them in historical context.
Petit Feb 12 2021 "First published in the 'Mâetamorphose' collection directed by Ms.
Barbara Canepa and Ms. Clotilde Vu"--Copyright page.
Island of Ogres May 18 2021 An unemployed samurai reluctantly helps solve a mystery
and prevent the overthrow of a young ruler on an island in medieval Japan.
The Magic Trunk Dec 01 2019 Who would have thought that in just a day, you will
experience a great adventure involving goblins, ogres, elves, and mighty dragons?
Jackson, James, and Will never have thought that their visit to their grandparents won't be
just any ordinary visit. They would have never expected, not even in their wildest dreams,
that they would have the greatest adventure of their lives inside a wooden trunk. The
Magic Trunk is a great story of adventure filled with exciting twists of fantasy. It is an
epic journey of three young curious boys who found themselves lost in an enchanted
forest that only existed in their grandfather's story. They are faced to fight a mighty
dragon as they become warriors of the enchanted Greenwood Forest together with their
Mamaw and Papaw who they discover to be the great White Witch Kathrynn and White
Wizard Morganese. The boys are faced with the problem of how to defeat the mighty
dragon as they unfold the true story behind the magic trunk. Will they be able to go back
home? Or will they be forever stuck in this whole new realm?
The Ogre's Bride and Other Stories Aug 28 2019 Feed your imagination in only 5
minutes with this delightful collection of illustrated stories about trickery and mischief.
The Perfect Nine Oct 30 2019 A dazzling, genre-defying novel in verse from the author
Delia Owens says “tackles the absurdities, injustices, and corruption of a continent”
Ng?g? wa Thiong’o’s novels and memoirs have received glowing praise from the likes of
President Barack Obama, the New Yorker, the New York Times Book Review, The
Guardian, and NPR; he has been a finalist for the Man International Booker Prize and is
annually tipped to win the Nobel Prize for Literature; and his books have sold tens of
thousands of copies around the world. In his first attempt at the epic form, Ng?g? tells the
story of the founding of the G?k?y? people of Kenya, from a strongly feminist
perspective. A verse narrative, blending folklore, mythology, adventure, and allegory,
The Perfect Nine chronicles the efforts the G?k?y? founders make to find partners for

their ten beautiful daughters—called “The Perfect Nine” —and the challenges they set for
the 99 suitors who seek their hands in marriage. The epic has all the elements of
adventure, with suspense, danger, humor, and sacrifice. Ng?g?’s epic is a quest for the
beautiful as an ideal of living, as the motive force behind migrations of African peoples.
He notes, “The epic came to me one night as a revelation of ideals of quest, courage,
perseverance, unity, family; and the sense of the divine, in human struggles with nature
and nurture.”
Sparrow's Flight Aug 21 2021 Princess Katianna Blake (Sparrow) must flee from her
home and the man who intends to force her into marriage so as to take her crown. She
travels the many realms, gathering troops and support to aide her father against prince
Hadrian's siege. But when her knight-protector is ripped from her, she finds help from a
most unlikely ally and her "flight" takes on a whole new meaning (less)
Ogres Awake! Mar 28 2022 The knight and her horse, Edward, have made a startling
discovery: there are three huge ogres asleep at her doorstep! When they wake up, the
kingdom is in big trouble! The knight, Edward, and some garden gnomes fight back, not
with swords and shields, but with potato peelers and spoons. It turns out that ogres are
pretty friendly when they have full stomachs!
Monster Jul 20 2021 Meet Monster. Meet Judy. Two humans who don't like each other
much, but together must fight dragons, fire-breathing felines, trolls, Inuit walrus dogs,
and a crazy cat lady - for the future of the universe. Monster runs a pest control agency.
He's overworked and has domestic troubles - like having the girlfriend from hell. Judy
works the night shift at the local Food Plus Mart. Not the most glamorous life, but Judy is
happy. No one bothers her and if she has to spell things out for the night-manager every
now and again, so be it. But when Judy finds a Yeti in the freezer aisle eating all the
Rocky Road, her life collides with Monster's in a rather alarming fashion. Because
Monster doesn't catch raccoons; he catches the things that go bump in the night. Things
like ogres, trolls, and dragons. Oh, and his girlfriend from Hell? She actually is from Hell.
Blasting Ogres Jul 08 2020 It's hard enough fending off ogres when you're a powerful
wizard or a knight with an enchanted sword. Just try doing it with nothing but the wits
you were born with. That's exactly what happened to Cassie Malloy when ugly, smelly,
hairy creatures began appearing in her town. Now Cassie has to save herself from these
six-foot beasts as they chase her and her siblings through the lonely streets of Paterson,
New Jersey. But Cassie doesn't only have to save herself. The ogre band has come with a
plan to turn Ike, her brother, into a fish, dooming him to spend forever swimming in the
pond. They've even kidnapped Cassie's best friend, Deirdre, though no one really knows
why. Finally, Cassie learns that the ogres are here because of the Powermongers
Company and their excessive pollution. It's going to take everything the Malloy kids have
got to win this battle. One thing's for sure they had better be clever, or they are all goners.
Ogres Feb 24 2022 Describes ogres found in folklore, presents a graphic retelling of an
English tale about an encounter with an ogre, and provides summaries of other tales
featuring these mythical creatures.
Tamsin Jun 06 2020 Arriving in the English countryside to live with her mother and new
stepfather, Jenny has no interest in her surroundings&150until she meets Tamsin. Since
her death over 300 years ago, Tamsin has haunted the lonely estate without rest, trapped

by a hidden trauma she can't remember, and a powerful evil even the spirits of night
cannot name. To help her, Jenny must delve deeper into the dark world than any human
has in hundreds of years, and face danger that will change her life forever. . . .
The German Girl Jun 26 2019 AN INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Featured in
Entertainment Weekly, People, The Millions, and USA TODAY “An unforgettable and
resplendent novel which will take its place among the great historical fiction written
about World War II.” —Adriana Trigiani, bestselling author of The Shoemaker's Wife A
young girl flees Nazi-occupied Germany with her family and best friend, only to discover
that the overseas refuge they had been promised is an illusion in this “engrossing and
heartbreaking” (Library Journal, starred review) debut novel, perfect for fans of The
Nightingale, Lilac Girls, and The Tattooist of Auschwitz. Berlin, 1939. Before everything
changed, Hannah Rosenthal lived a charmed life. But now the streets of Berlin are draped
in ominous flags; her family’s fine possessions are hauled away; and they are no longer
welcome in the places they once considered home. A glimmer of hope appears in the
shape of the St. Louis, a transatlantic ocean liner promising Jews safe passage to Cuba. At
first, the liner feels like a luxury, but as they travel, the circumstances of war change, and
the ship that was to be their salvation seems likely to become their doom. New York,
2014. On her twelfth birthday, Anna Rosen receives a mysterious package from an
unknown relative in Cuba, her great-aunt Hannah. Its contents inspire Anna and her
mother to travel to Havana to learn the truth about their family’s mysterious and tragic
past. Weaving dual time frames, and based on a true story, The German Girl is a
beautifully written and deeply poignant story about generations of exiles seeking a place
to call home.
The Golden Orb Nov 23 2021 Brackenrock Towering aloof and secure, the isolated
fortress offers humankind a place to survive and flourish in the barren realm of Icereach.
Even the elven Messenger Kerrick Fallabrine has made a home there, living among the
humans and teaching them a multitude of skills. But the ogre enemies are always near,
and they have developed a powerful weapon, a destructive magic encased within a sphere
of solid gold. Its existence forces the humans to confront the threat of extinction that lurks
outside their walls. In the second book of this epic trilogy that began with The
Messenger, Douglas Niles carries the reader into the heart of an unknown realm, where
the world beneath the Icewall trembles with threats of war, slavery, and greed.
Blonde Bombshell Apr 16 2021 'As you'd expect from Holt, Blonde Bombshell is rife
with puns, complicated setups for ridiculous gags, and a riveting story that is completely
implausible.' - Booklist 'BLONDE BOMBSHELL is a clever, funny, tirelessly inventive,
apocalyptic leg-hump of a book. Tom Holt may be the most imaginative satirist to land
on our shores since Douglas Adams' - Christopher Moore A heart-warming tale of
Armageddon from one of the funniest, most original voices in comic fiction today . . .
The third planet out from the star was blue, with green splodges. Dirt. Oh, the bomb
thought. And then its courage, determination and nobility-of-spirit subroutines cut in,
overriding everything else, adrenalizing its command functions and bypassing its
cyberphrenetic nodes. Here goes, said the bomb to itself. Calibrate navigational pod.
Engage primary thrusters. Ready auxiliary drive. It knew, in that moment, that its own
doom was near; because it was giving itself orders, and it wasn't putting in any 'the's. That

was what you did, apparently, when the moment came. You could also turn on a flashing
red beacon and a siren, but mercifully these were optional. Oh #/$+! thought the bomb,
and surged on towards Dirt like an avenging angel. Perfect for fans of Douglas Adams,
BLONDE BOMBSHELL is the science fiction debut from Tom Holt - one of the bestloved comic writers in fantasy fiction. Books by Tom Holt: Walled Orchard Series
Goatsong The Walled Orchard J.W. Wells & Co. Series The Portable Door In Your
Dreams Earth, Air, Fire and Custard You Don't Have to Be Evil to Work Here, But It
Helps The Better Mousetrap May Contain Traces of Magic Life, Liberty and the Pursuit
of Sausages YouSpace Series Doughnut When It's A Jar The Outsorcerer's Apprentice
The Good, the Bad and the Smug Novels Expecting Someone Taller Who's Afraid of
Beowulf Flying Dutch Ye Gods! Overtime Here Comes the Sun Grailblazers Faust
Among Equals Odds and Gods Djinn Rummy My Hero Paint your Dragon Open Sesame
Wish you Were Here Alexander at World's End Only Human Snow White and the Seven
Samurai Olympiad Valhalla Nothing But Blue Skies Falling Sideways Little People Song
for Nero Meadowland Barking Blonde Bombshell The Management Style of the Supreme
Beings An Orc on the Wild Side
The Crown and the Sword Jan 26 2022 During the dark years after the War of Souls,
chaos threatens the once-mighty empire of Solamnia. Goblins raid even fortified cities,
and bandits rule great sections of the countryside. The ruling dukes, lords, and knights
bicker and backstab. Through this chaos, James Markham, aided by his steadfast dwarven
companion and a beautiful white robed wizard, wields his flaming sword to uphold the
principles on which Solamnia was founded.
In the Company of Ogres Oct 03 2022 Appointed to the head of the wayward Ogre
Company when his immortality proves valuable on several occasions, Never Dead Ned
finds himself in charge of such fellow monsters as a two-headed ogre, a seductive siren,
and a suicidal goblin. Reprint.
A Nameless Witch Aug 01 2022 A tale of vengeance, true love, and cannibalism Being
born undead can have its disadvantages, such as eternal youth and flawless beauty --things most unsuitable for a witch. Hiding behind the guise of a grimy old crone, the
witch is content living outside Fort Stalwart with her unlikely band of allies: a troll
named Gwurm, an enchanted broom, and a demonic duck named Newt. She leads a
simple life filled with spells, potions, and the occasional curse. So when a White Knight
arrives at Fort Stalwart, the witch knows her days of peace are at an end. The Knight is
just days in front of a horde of ravenous goblings, and Fort Stalwart lies right in the
horde's path. But the goblings are just the first wave of danger, and soon the witch and the
Knight must combine forces on a perilous quest to stop a mad sorcerer from destroying
the world. Filled with menace, monsters, and magic, A Nameless Witch is a properly
witchly read by the award-winning author of Gil's All Fright Diner and In the Company
of Ogres. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Freeman United Coal Mining Company V. Boyd Aug 09 2020
Thorn Ogres of Hagwood Dec 25 2021 “Fun for Hobbit-addicts and Potter-philes of all
ages.” —Publishers Weekly Dark forces are brewing in Hagwood The werlings of
Hagwood live peacefully in the trees of the forest—overlooked and unbothered while

they leisurely perfect the art of wergling (shape-changing). But unlike his fellow
werlings, the bumbling Gamaliel Tumpin can’t manage to wergle into even the simplest
of forms—a mouse—like his peers. He’s tormented by his sister, Kernella, and teased by
his classmates. And he envies star student Finnen Lufkin, who can transform into almost
any creature. But wergling will soon be the least of Gamaliel’s troubles. The evil elf
queen Rhiannon, the High Lady of the Hollow Hill, is desperately seeking a precious
possession that was stolen long ago. Her evil knows no bounds, and with her army of
monstrous thorn ogres, she will not stop until it’s found. The werlings’ peaceful existence
is threatened by death and danger—and clumsy, awkward Gamaliel will need to call on
the strength within him to fight for his family and his home. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Robin Jarvis including rare photos from the author’s personal
collection.
Me and Marvin Gardens Oct 11 2020 The first middle-grade novel from Printz Honorwinning author Amy Sarig (A. S.) King! Washington Post Best Book of the Year A New
York Public Library Best Book for Kids A Texas Bluebonnet Master List selection Obe
Devlin has problems. His family's farmland has been taken over by developers. His best
friend Tommy has abandoned him. And he keeps getting nosebleeds, because of that
thing he doesn't like to talk about. So Obe hangs out at the nearby creek, in the last wild
patch left, picking up trash and looking for animal tracks. One day, he sees a creature that
looks kind of like a large dog. And as he watches it, he realizes it eats plastic. Only
plastic. Water bottles, shopping bags... No one has seen a creature like this before. The
animal--Marvin Gardens--becomes Obe's best friend and biggest secret. But to keep him
safe from the developers and Tommy and his friends, Obe must make a decision that
might change everything.
Ella Enchanted Sep 29 2019 This beloved Newbery Honor-winning story about a feisty
heroine is sure to enchant readers new and old. At her birth, Ella of Frell receives a
foolish fairy's gift—the “gift” of obedience. Ella must obey any order, whether it's to hop
on one foot for a day and a half, or to chop off her own head! But strong-willed Ella does
not accept her fate... Against a bold backdrop of princes, ogres, giants, wicked stepsisters,
and fairy godmothers, Ella goes on a quest to break the curse forever. A tween favorite
for 25 years—now shared with today's young readers by moms, teachers, and other adults
who remember the pleasure of discovering this fun fairy-tale retelling themselves!
Pandemonium Ascendant Sep 09 2020 Fleeing the Corsair Coast, the fugitive sorcerer
Dakuran El-Alamir and his companion Mikhael travel west towards the Plains of
Madness in search of power. Seeking to unite the might of the Abyss with that of
Pandemonium, Dakuran would rule the whole of the known world. Standing in his way,
however, is the kingdom of the Eittendorfer and the fastness of Castle Wundigstein. Will
the stone of Wundigstein and the mettle of those who defend it turn the chaotic tide that
has been unleashed, or will the streets of this mighty fortress-city echo with the cries of
daemons; a foretaste of the doom to come?
The Boy Mar 16 2021 Winner of the prestigious Prix Femina, The Boy is an expansive
and entrancing historical novel that follows a nearly feral child from the French
countryside as he joins society and plunges into the torrid events of the first half of the
20th century. The boy does not speak. The boy has no name. The boy, raised half-wild in

the forests of southern France, sets out alone into the wilderness and the greater world
beyond. Without experience of another person aside from his mother, the boy must learn
what it is to be human, to exist among people, and to live beyond simple survival. As this
wild and naive child attempts to join civilization, he encounters earthquakes and car
crashes, ogres and artists, and, eventually, all-encompassing love and an inescapable war.
His adventures take him around the world and through history on a mesmerizing journey,
rich with unforgettable characters. A hamlet of farmers fears he’s a werewolf, but
eventually raise him as one of their own. A circus performer who toured the world as a
sideshow introduces the boy to showmanship and sanitation. And a chance encounter
with an older woman exposes him to music and the sensuous pleasures of life. The boy
becomes a guide whose innocence exposes society’s wonder, brutality, absurdity, and
magic. Beginning in 1908 and spanning three decades, The Boy is as an emotionally and
historically rich exploration of family, passion, and war from one of France’s most
acclaimed and bestselling authors.
Dragons Ogres and Wicked Witches Jun 18 2021 More than thirty folk and fairy tales
from various countries describe encounters with monsters, witches and devils.
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